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HE media response to Mark’s surpassing Richard
Hannon Senior’s record for the number of British
winners by a trainer was, in many ways,

remarkable.
There’s no doubt that Frankie Dettori’s involvement in

partnering the record-setting winner, in a race broadcast live
on a mainstream terrestrial television channel, helped the
‘theatre’ of the moment. Frankie’s flying dismount from
Poet’s Society was a very visible acknowledgement to
everyone who witnessed it that Dettori recognised the
magnitude of Mark’s achievement. Dettori’s cheerful
disposition and larger-than-life personality made the post-
race celebrations all the more enjoyable, and he was also
very generous in his praise of Mark after the race. 
ITV Racing, too, must be congratulated for their response

to the record win. Given that the record was achieved in the
race immediately prior to the Group 1 Yorkshire Oaks, they
allocated a fair chunk of screen time to the milestone
success, showing a pre-recorded tribute to Mark before
interviewing him live with Messrs Chamberlin, Weaver and
Murtagh in the parade ring. Mark responded by being an
excellent interviewee, enjoying some good-natured verbal
jousting with the former jockeys, and letting the public see a
more relaxed side to his nature.
As I have been critical of their efforts in the past, it’s only

fair that I should acknowledge the part played by Great
British Racing in attracting interest to Mark’s achievement.
In the days and weeks preceding the record, they put
together a ‘press pack’ which undoubtedly led to a decent
level of coverage in the broadcast and print media. Having

received a copy of the pack in advance of Poet’s Society’s
win, I was able to easily ascertain which articles depended
largely on information or quotes drawn from the material
packaged by GBR and made available to a wide variety of
media outlets.
However, I was particularly struck by two personal

contributions to the media coverage that started me thinking
about Mark’s modus operandi. Funnily enough, both were
contained in an At The Races video tribute which appeared
on Twitter. In the feature, Sir Mark Prescott tells us that the
only advantages with which Mark started out in his training
career were ‘a thoroughly good brain and complete self-
belief.’ In a lighter vein, his fellow Newmarket trainer, and
former Kingsley Park vet, James Tate, confesses that he
‘used to share a joke with the lads that ‘a winner a day
keeps MJ away’’, the implication being that if the horses
weren’t winning, a ‘grumpy’ Mark would be on the case and
determined to find out why.

T seems to me that much of the secret of Mark’s
success lies in the fusion of these remarks. It’s not that
the ‘complete self-belief’ about which Sir Mark

Prescott talks means that Mark thinks he always has the key
to how his horses perform; rather it is his utter
determination to find solutions when problems arise. He
doesn’t think he knows all the answers, but he appreciates
that it is his job to leave no stone unturned in pursuit of
those answers. 4,194 winners (and rising) suggest that he is
better at finding those solutions than anyone else in the
training ranks.
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HOPE that many of you will have enjoyed the Special
Edition of the Klarion which we put together to mark
the record. It was a huge joy to relive some of the

successes of the past and, at the same time, a huge
frustration not to be able to share some of their stories at
greater length.
For the compilation, I was asked to bring together some

details of the horses who had contributed most,
numerically, to Mark’s record tally of winners. I found it an
astonishingly difficult exercise, simply because of the vast
number of Mark’s horses over the years who have won
seven, eight, nine, 10 or more races.
To be perfectly honest, I started off blithely assuming

that the names of these horses would trip off my tongue.
‘Branston Abby, Star Rage...etc’. Having sent my first draft
list to Mark, I simply received the response: ‘Are you
sure?’ Over the next few days, Mark, Deirdre, Charlie and
Mikaelle sent me email messages simply consisting of
horse names and question marks. To my utter
embarrassment, after searching the records of these horses,
I realised I had completely forgotten about some of the
yard’s most successful representatives over the years. To

excuse myself, I rather pitifully suggested that this error of
omission arose because the ‘Klarion Update’ feature tracks
success through distinct years or seasons, thereby failing to
appreciate a horse which has won three races one year, four
the next, etc.
Even now, I rather suspect that what we have published

in our Special Edition may not be a complete list of those
horses who have contributed multiple British wins to
Mark’s total. So if your horse or favourite has been missed
out, please don’t hold it against Mark and his team....the
blame is all mine, I assure you.
But I’ll say one thing in my defence. If you are in any

doubt as to the magnitude of Mark’s achievement, get
yourself a piece of paper (or two) and start making a list of
horses who you think may have won five or more races for
Mark over the years. (David Abell, you are excused this
task!) 
It’s a surefire way of coming to appreciate the extent and

significance of the record set by the most consistent winner-
finding trainer in the history of the British turf. And if, like
me, you favour a fountain pen (well, I am 60), have a refill
on standby.
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